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RE-VISION QUEST

I. INTRODUCTION

Legal educators have long viewed experiential courses involving real lawyering as a world divided neatly in two: externship placements and in-house clinics.1 This article suggests that despite the decades-old vintage of this categorization scheme, it is inadequate for the curriculum reform era that lies ahead.2 Increasingly, the content of these categories has expanded, the always permeable boundary between them has blurred, and hybrids and varieties that defy easy categorization have emerged.3 Thus, labels for these experiential courses conceal both similarities and differences.4 Current language has not captured the nuance and variety of the forms that have evolved over time for experiential learning through real lawyering experiences,5 constraining our thinking about the variety of options available to law schools for the design of experiential learning opportunities.6

1. See, e.g., Elliott S. Milstein, Clinical Legal Education in the United States: In-House Clinics, Externships, and Simulations, 51 J. Legal Educ. 375, 376 (2001) (“In-house live-client clinics are built around an actual law office, usually located in the law school, that exists for the purpose of providing students with a faculty-supervised setting within which to practice law and learn from the experience. Students learning in externship programs are placed in professional settings external to the law school, including law offices with governmental agencies and nongovernmental organizations.”); Hans P. Sinha, Prosecutorial Externship Programs: Past, Present and Future, 74 Miss. L.J. 1297, 1299 (2005) (demonstrating how ABA Standards distinguish between in-house clinics and field placement, or externship programs); Marc Stickgold, Exploring the Invisible Curriculum: Clinical Field Work in American Law Schools, 19 N.M. L. Rev. 287, 298 (1989) (“[D]eveloping the externship model, rather than the in-house model” might resolve “deeply troubling curricular issues.”).

2. See Deborah Maranville, Passion, Context, and Lawyering Skills: Choosing Among Simulated and Real Clinical Experiences, 7 Clinical L. Rev. 123, 124 (2000) (noting that the common typology that divides clinical courses has become more misleading than helpful).

3. The term “hybrid clinic” is often used to describe programs that combine the more intensive supervision and classroom work typical of many “in-house” clinics with pseudo-externship placements outside the law school. See Mary A. Lynch, Designing a Hybrid Domestic Violence Prosecution Clinic: Making Bedfellows of Academics, Activists and Prosecutors to Teach Students According to Clinical Theory and Best Practices, 74 Miss. L.J. 1177, 1187, 1211–21 (2005). It is also used to refer to a “hybrid” of a traditional classroom course and a clinical experience. See Homer C. La Rue, Developing an Identity of Responsible Lawyering Through Experiential Learning, 43 Hastings L.J. 1147 (1992) (describing Maryland’s Legal Theory and Practice program).

4. Note that the dividing line between simulation-based courses and courses involving real experiences has also blurred over time. Simulation exercises for teaching particular skills are often used as preparation for real lawyering experiences, and simulation of an upcoming event—the “moot”—is typically used to prepare for it. Some courses rely on intensive simulation to teach a particular skill, surface an ethical dilemma, challenge standard assumptions, raise cross-cultural dialogue, and highlight systemic issues. The simulation is often followed by an opportunity to use the skill to respond to the problem, or to observe the issue at work in a real setting, both to provide motivation and to increase the likelihood that learning from the simulation will transfer. See, e.g., David Binder et al., A Depositions Course: Tackling the Challenge of Teaching for Professional Skills Transfer, 13 Clinical L. Rev. 871 (2007); Paul S. Ferber, Adult Learning Theory and Simulations—Designing Simulations to Educate Lawyers, 9 Clinical L. Rev. 417 (2002).

5. Our definition of “real lawyering experiences” incorporates a wide range of roles that lawyers play, including some, such as mediation and legislative work, which can also be performed by nonlawyers.

6. Our effort to delineate a broader set of options presents many challenges, including choices of terminology. Often we opt for the terms “experiential” or “real lawyering experiences” rather than “clinical” to avoid preconceived notions that readers might bring to the term “clinical,” and to avoid implications that we are considering only clinical programs and not the broader curriculum. We fear that overreliance on the
In this article, we focus exclusively on the portion of the curriculum that involves pedagogies for engaging students in legal work in real-life situations. By defining clearly where the boundary of our analysis lies, we can be systematic rather than selective in analyzing what lies within those parameters. Our overarching purpose is to identify and frame the wide array of options for structuring an educational experience in which law students are performing as professionals by serving people involved in legal matters.

We suggest that legal educators expand their thinking about curricular options for experiential learning and develop a conceptual framework for articulating these options. This article offers such a framework, representing our effort to highlight more comprehensively the options that law schools can consider in designing or redesigning the experiential programs in their curricula.\(^7\) We hope this article will serve as a decisionmaking guide for the law school faculty and administrators who will shape the future of experiential legal education and legal education in general.

We are aware that developing a conceptual framework for articulating options may provoke controversy because of its potential to be misunderstood as suggesting that all experiences have equal value.\(^8\) Such an interpretation would permit law familiar labels “in-house clinic” and “externship” obscures more than it reveals about the plethora of possibilities before us. For similar reasons, we often use the words “program” or “experience” in lieu of “course” or “clinic.” We care less about the terms and more about broadening our thinking by moving away from familiar labels that can limit our analysis.

\(^7\) See infra Visuals, Sections III–IV.

schools to ignore the consequences of the choices that they explicitly and implicitly make, as long as they provide some kind of experiential opportunity. We believe, however, that providing a descriptive framework of available options and initially bracketing their normative potential not only broadens thinking about program choice and design, but also forces legal educators to make explicit the values embedded in the choices that they ultimately make.

Section II of this article briefly addresses the primary currents that have led experiential education to this juncture, where a wide array of structural choices is available to legal educators. Section III identifies these specific structural choices and fits their features within a conceptual framework, cataloguing the available design options for experiential programs that provide students with opportunities to engage in real legal work as part of their professional education. This catalogue is presented in multiple forms—narrative, checklist, and chart—in recognition of the various ways that readers prefer to absorb information.

Choosing among the catalogued options is another matter. In every law school, legal educators face the dilemmas of choice. These are localized decisions, dependent on missions, locales, resources, and other constraints and circumstances. In Section IV, we identify the major contextual features that facilitate choosing from the design options displayed in our catalogue, and organize these features in a series of visuals. In Section V, we discuss how to apply the framework and provide examples that illustrate how different contextual realities may result in distinctly different choices.

As experiential legal educators, we teach our students that making sound professional judgments requires a careful, deliberative process in which we identify alternatives, evaluate each of them, choose from among them, and, after we implement our choices, reflect on and assess the results. Consequently, clinicians well understand that their structural decisions regarding experiential programs should derive from conscious, deliberative choices among available options. We believe that the framework we provide for identifying those options is useful to legal educators who are contemplating various programmatic structures and to those who are involved in curriculum reform efforts designed to incorporate a contextual approach to the study of law, lawyering, and the legal profession. In other words, although our particular contribution—creating a typology of forms for experiential programs—may be modest, we see it as part of the groundwork for envisioning the curricular innovations that are vital to the future of legal education.

9. See infra Section III.
10. See infra Visuals, Sections IV-B and IV-C.
From the perspective of the burgeoning social justice movements of the 1960s and 1970s, law was a vehicle for progressive social change. In that era, the field of public interest law, which had already sprouted in various forms, was growing and blossoming. As courts expanded individual legal rights and the right to counsel, law students were seen as one source of representation for those who could not afford legal assistance.

Student practice rules began to appear in jurisdiction after jurisdiction authorizing law students, under attorney supervision, to appear in court on behalf of indigent people. Inspired by these developments, a new generation of law students sought to become lawyers for underserved people. Law schools began hiring clinical faculty and creating clinical programs to help these law students achieve their goals. This institutional response was made possible by the availability of outside funding for the establishment of law school clinical programs. Some of this outside funding also

12. Others have written more comprehensive histories of clinical education. See, e.g., Margaret Martin Barry et al., Clinical Education for This Millennium: The Third Wave, 7 CLINICAL L. REV. 1, 5–18 (2000). Yet others have traced the earlier roots of clinical education. See, e.g., Douglas A. Blaze, Déjà Vu All Over Again: Reflections on Fifty Years of Clinical Education, 64 TENN. L. REV. 939 (1997); John S. Bradway, Legal Aid Clinic As a Law School Course, 3 S. CAL. L. REV. 320 (1930); Robert MacCrate, Educating a Changing Profession: From Clinic to Continuum, 64 TENN. L. REV. 1099 (1997). For an excellent way to access literature on the history of clinical legal education, see J.P. Ogilvy & Karen Czapanskiy, Clinical Legal Education: An Annotated Bibliography, 2 CLINICAL L. REV. (Special Issue) 1 (2005), available at http://faculty.cua.edu/ogilvy/Index1.htm. The topic headings include “Clinical Legal Education: History.”


Law students as well as practicing attorneys may provide an important source of legal representation for the indigent. The Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility (CLEPR) informs us that more than 125 of the country’s 147 accredited law schools have established clinical programs in which faculty-supervised students aid clients in a variety of civil and criminal matters. These programs supplement practice rules enacted in 38 States authorizing students to practice law under prescribed conditions. Like the American Bar Association’s Model Student Practice Rule (1969), most of these regulations permit students to make supervised court appearances as defense counsel in criminal cases. Given the huge increase in law school enrollments over the past few years, I think it plain that law students can be expected to make a significant contribution, quantitatively and qualitatively, to the representation of the poor in many areas, including cases reached by today’s decision.

Id. (internal citations omitted).


16. The important role of the Ford Foundation and the Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility (CLEPR) in funding clinical programs is noted in many articles. See Barry et al., supra note 12, at 18–21; Howard R. Sacks, Student Fieldwork as a Technique in Educating Students in Professional Responsibility, 20 J. LEGAL EDUC. 291 (1968); see also Louise Trubek, Public Interest Law: Facing the Problems of Maturity, 33 U. ARIZ. L. REV. 1, 2–6 (2011) (discussing the role of the Ford Foundation in funding the books that provided an intellectual framework and justification for the public interest movement generally).
served to extend the animating principles of clinical education. Through the Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility (CLEPR), the Ford Foundation provided seed money to many law school clinics for the purpose of enhancing law students’ training in professional values and responsibilities. Within a decade, clinical programs and the clinical faculty who taught in them had established a strong foothold in the curriculum at many law schools.

As this thumbnail history reveals, the first programmatic models for clinical education were grounded in the imagery of litigation and courtroom representation on behalf of subordinated populations. Over time, clinical faculty refined their pedagogies and deepened the academic connections between their work and the work of the university. This movement of clinical education—from the margins of the academy to a more prominent place within it—allowed clinical faculty to focus more deliberately on the pedagogical aspects of their work.

As their academic mission developed, clinical educators began developing theories of their practice, which involved both the practice of law and the practice of teaching, and began thinking more broadly and more deeply about the legal profession and the needs of its future practitioners. Not all lawyers were litigators, and much lawyering occurred outside of courthouses. Clinical educators began to develop programs and pedagogies that encompassed the spectrum of lawyering skills and roles, including counseling, mediation, transactional, and legislative work. Over the years, the number and types of clinics multiplied, and clinical education gained recognition as a vital part of the overall mission of legal education.


18. For descriptions of the developmental stages of clinical legal education, see Barry et al., supra note 12; Marc Feldman, On the Margins of Legal Education, 13 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 607 (1985) (describing a four-stage development: first, skills training and service to the poor; second, the shift to teaching self-learning; third, the integration of the first two, involving limited client representation combined with high levels of supervision and intense student reflection; and fourth, the clinicians’ critique of and integration into the core curriculum).


20. Like so much surrounding clinical education, the phrase “lawyering skills” has often been denigrated by those who view “skills” as referring to nonintellectual, practical, easily communicated matters, such as the techniques for impeaching a witness. See Mark Spiegel, Theory and Practice in Legal Education: An Essay on Clinical Education, 34 UCLA L. Rev. 577, 579 (1987) (“[E]ach of these ‘traditional’ approaches to legal education can be characterized either as theoretical or as practical . . . . [C]linical education also can be viewed as either theory or practice. . . . Therefore, even if clinical education is labelled [sic] as practical, this label can mean something other than skills training.”).


In this evolutionary process, a variety of tensions developed. One tension concerned those who wished clinical education to remain true to its social justice roots and saw in its academic development the risk that clinical education would be valued primarily as skills training or on the basis of whatever scholarship might be inspired by the clinics’ legal work, ignoring its connection to public service and education about systemic injustice. Another tension concerned those who incorporated externship models into their clinical programs and those who worried about the quality of learning that would take place in what they saw as a return to the apprenticeship model. Among those who believed that lawyering outplacements could be pedagogically valuable, some clinicians were concerned about externship pedagogies that focused on students’ career interests rather than clients’ needs and that were inherently more variable and limited than in-house clinics. Despite these

23. Nina W. Tarr, Current Issues in Clinical Legal Education, 37 How. L.J. 31 (1993) (reviewing issues affecting and affected by clinical legal education, including: (1) whether the mission of clinical legal education is to address poverty or transmit lawyering skills; (2) the economics of relying on grants and soft money as opposed to hard money; (3) tension between in-house and externship programs; and (4) marginalization of clinics, their faculty, and their students).


26. Compare Douglas L. Colbert, Broadening Scholarship: Embracing Law Reform and Justice, 52 J. LEGAL EDUC. 540 (2002) (positing that academia should embrace a broad vision of scholarship that includes law reform efforts by clinicians and activist faculty), and Robert D. Dinerstein, Clinical Scholarship and the Justice Mission, 40 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 469 (1992) (contending that clinicians should focus their scholarship on justice issues, including attorney-client relationships and “how indigent clients experience the welfare system, housing court and other settings that exist far from the esoteric world of appellate courts,” with Paul Bergman, Reflections on US Clinical Education, 10 INT’L J. LEGAL PROF. 109 (2003) (arguing that clinics should be organized around discrete types of lawyering skills, rather than discrete types of legal problems, to ensure transfer of learning).

27. Compare Brook K. Baker, Learning to Fish, Fishing to Learn: Guided Participation in the Interpersonal Ecology of Practice, 6 CLINICAL L. REV. 1 (1999) (claiming that in experiential learning settings students learn from participation and do not require close supervision and reflection as is typically argued in clinical theory), with Kenney Hegland, Condlin’s Critique of Conventional Clinics: The Case of the Missing Case, 36 J. LEGAL EDUC. 427 (1986) (emphasizing that critique is an important, but not the only, goal of clinical education and can be accomplished by in-house clinics as well as field placement externship programs). See also J.P. Ogilvy, Guidelines with Commentary for the Evaluation of Legal Externship Programs, 38 GONZ. L. REV. 155 (2002–03).

28. For example, Leah Wortham has identified potential conflicts that are created when students pursue externships primarily for career-oriented reasons:
issues, an externship program’s lower cost to the law school budget created the risk that, over time, externship models might displace in-house clinics. The clinical education movement has been living with these currents for some time, creating today’s varied landscape in which competing interests and realities have generated an array of different clinical models and forms.

Entering this backdrop of clinical variety are recent assessments of legal education that have garnered substantial attention. *Best Practices for Legal Education* (“Best Practices”), a collaborative endeavor of the Clinical Legal Education Association, the American Bar Association (ABA), the Association of American Law Schools (AALS), and other organizations was published in 2007.29 *Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of Law*, one of a series of reports devoted to education for the various professions, was published in 2007 by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (the “Carnegie Report”).30 The Carnegie Report and the *Best Practices* project differ in some respects, but their conclusions and proposals overlap considerably. Although each moves beyond earlier critiques of legal education, echoes of those critiques—most notably the MacCrate Report—reverberate through them both.31

Both the Carnegie Report and *Best Practices* voice considerable concern with the chasm perceived to lie between legal education and the legal profession. Each considers the current state of legal education and makes generalized recommendations about how to bridge the chasm. Currently, these reports observe, the bridge is too

---


underdeveloped to safely carry across the tens of thousands of law graduates who enter the profession each year.32 But through the support each project provides for modifying the traditional curriculum in the direction of contextual legal education, each offers hope that curriculum innovation can strengthen and widen the passageway.

Recognizing that the professional world which law graduates enter is fraught with pressures and pitfalls, both the Carnegie Report and Best Practices ask law schools to take seriously their formative role as the gateway to the legal profession. Incorporating additional teaching of more lawyering skills is part of what they urge us to do. But, as they take pains to demonstrate, our curricular responsibilities simultaneously reach into and beyond skills training. Perhaps most fundamentally, we are asked to cultivate in our students, in Tony Amsterdam’s words, “ways of thinking within and about the role of lawyers.”33

This literature suggests a pedagogy in which students assume the role of the lawyer, and while in role, face the sort of problems that lawyers encounter in practice.34 The students’ performance in these roles becomes the subject of study and, consequently, students are asked to make their thinking, planning, and choosing systematic and explicit, in oral and written form, at every step along the way. Students are asked to consider the significant events occurring in their casework, process them internally, seek to understand their meaning, and evaluate them in light of their own performance. Simply stated, we believe this is the reflective, context-based education that best realizes the aims of the Carnegie Report and Best Practices and most responds to the public service needs of the times.

Some law schools have already invested substantial institutional resources in responding to the call of the Carnegie Report and Best Practices.35 With decades of experience in systematically applying reflective pedagogies of lawyering-in-action, clinical educators are crucial participants in these conversations about curricular


34. See id.; see also Bellow, supra note 11, at 383; Minna J. Kotkin, Reconsidering Role Assumption in Clinical Education, 19 N.M. L. REV. 185 (1989) (describing role assumption as the fundamental methodology of clinical education and challenging its use in some situations).

35. Mandatory real-case experiential education has been a feature of legal education for many years at a few schools, such as City University of New York (CUNY) School of Law, University of the District of Columbia (UDC) David A. Clarke School of Law, University of Montana School of Law, and University of New Mexico School of Law. In recent years, a number of law schools, new and established, elite and otherwise, have adopted or are considering proposals for a mandatory real-case experiential requirement. See, e.g., Stephen Ellmann, The Clinical Year, 53 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 877 (2009) (discussing a proposal for a clinical third year at New York Law School); Rachel M. Zahorsky, Irvine by Erwin: Can a Top Legal Academic Create a Law School That is Both Innovative and Elite?, 95 A.B.A. J. 46 (2009); Press Release, Stanford Law School, A “3D” JD: Stanford Law School Announces New Model for Legal Education (Nov. 28, 2006), available at http://www.law.stanford.edu/news/pr/47/; Press Release, Washington and Lee University School of Law, Law Students Return to Revamped Third Year (Aug. 20, 2009), available at http://law.wlu.edu/news/storydetail.asp?id=614 (describing the school’s all-experiential third year).
innovation. We believe that as members of the legal academy consider curriculum innovations that represent context-based pedagogies of the sort that the Carnegie Report and Best Practices recommend, we will benefit at the outset from an understanding of the range of alternatives available to us before evaluating and choosing among them. At a minimum, we must survey the existing landscape and note the broad range of choices that have already been made as a prelude to identifying the choices that each law school may yet make in the future.

III. CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGNING COURSES INVOLVING REAL LAWYERING EXPERIENCES

As experiential education has evolved, so too have the structural options for programs involving experiential learning. The structural forms of such programs may be intentionally designed, organically developed, or pedagogically rooted. They may represent adaptations to fortuitous circumstances or realities that have changed over time. Nonetheless, once we challenged ourselves to think systematically about the range of structural alternatives available to clinical educators, we saw the inadequacy of limiting ourselves to two categorical options—externships or in-house clinics—when imagining the many and varied possibilities for creating educational programs in which students provide legal assistance. Consequently, we have generated and categorized what we believe is a thoroughgoing list of the structural components for real lawyering experiences. In generating this list, we attempted to think as broadly as possible. To bring as much simplicity as possible to the multiplicity that we found, we sought to capture our groupings of structural features in overarching categories. The typology of structural features for clinic design that emerged was surprisingly extensive. By displaying a broad menu of structural options, the typology holds the potential to expand our vision and help us make explicit the choices that are currently available to legal educators for creating or revamping programs that engage students in real legal work.

We begin our catalogue by presenting a narrative description of the structural options for experiential programs. At the end of that description we present this information in two alternative formats: a chart that provides an overview of these options, and a checklist setting out the structural options in more detail. Our goal is to offer an organizing framework for the creation of experiential learning opportunities that involve the provision of legal services to others.

36. See, e.g., Elliot M. Burg, Clinic in the Classroom: A Step Toward Cooperation, 37 J. Legal Educ. 232 (1987) (calling for clinicians and nonclinicians to find ways to work together).

37. See supra note 5.

38. See, e.g., Peter Toll Hoffman, Clinical Course Design and the Supervisory Process, 1982 Ariz. St. L.J. 277, 278 (1982) (noting the structure and focus of clinical courses are often the “result of historical accidents and the availability of funding,” but contemporaneous developments lead toward more intentional approaches).

39. An example of a fortuitous circumstance would be an unexpected private donation or new grant funding source, or a doctrinal faculty member with a new interest in experiential education. Realities that may change over time include resource constraints and faculty or student interests.
We categorize the design choices for experiential education within a “why, what, who, where, when, and how” framework. This framework can assist legal educators who are involved in a deliberative process of curricular design to consciously explore the full array of structural options for experiential pedagogy. Achieving that objective means that educators—immersed in the contexts, constraints, and circumstances facing a particular law school at a particular time—will be able to make more informed judgments about how to configure effective and targeted contextual learning opportunities for their students. At the very least, we hope that the framework will stimulate additional conversation about the burgeoning curricular opportunities that lie ahead for experiential education and the process for moving forward in an intentional and thoughtful manner.

A. Why: The Goals

The starting point for identifying potential structures for experiential education is, of course, to identify the desired goals for those experiences. As suggested in our prior discussion of the evolution of, and tensions within, experiential education, the goals of experiential education have included engaging students, understanding unequal social structures, advancing social justice, developing lawyering skills, cultivating professional identity, fostering professional ethics, providing culturally competent client representation to a diverse array of clients, developing sound judgment and problem-solving abilities, gaining insight into law and the legal system, promoting lifelong learning, and learning to work collaboratively.

It can be useful to consider goals from multiple viewpoints. These viewpoints include those of the people most immediately affected—the students and the teachers/attorneys charged with designing or implementing the experience. They would also include those of other key players interested in the evolution of legal education, such as alumni, the legal community, and the regulators of the profession and the academy. The goals of each group will likely overlap, but might differ in emphasis. In addition, we recognize that the goals for the experiential component of a program might differ to some extent from the goals for the group learning component, such as

40. We intentionally deviate from the traditional sequence of “who, what, when, where, why, how” to foreground goals (the “why”) and content (“what” is being offered).

41. The clinical literature emphasizes the importance of intentionality in developing good lawyers. See, e.g., Mark Neal Aaronson, Thinking Like a Fox: Four Overlapping Domains of Good Lawyering, 9 CLINICAL L. REV. 1 (2002); Philip G. Schrag, Constructing a Clinic, 3 CLINICAL L. REV. 175 (1996); Linda F. Smith, Designing an Extern Clinical Program: Or as You Sow, So Shall You Reap, 5 CLINICAL L. REV. 527 (1999).

42. See Hoffman, supra note 38, at 278.


44. See infra Section IV-A.
that which takes place in a classroom. Ideally, however, the goals for the experiential component and the goals for the group-learning component will be complementary and mutually reinforcing.

B. What: The Supervised Experiences and the Group Learning Component

The composite parts of experiential instruction fall into two main categories: the supervised experiential component and the group learning component. We discuss each in turn.

1. Supervised Experiential Component

The supervised experiential component is shaped by the source of the work, the role played by the student, and the nature of the work. Choices for this component include which tasks or responsibilities the student will perform in conducting the legal work and what role the student will play. These choices will define the content of what can be learned and explored in the context of the course.

In undertaking experiential education, the student takes on particular tasks or responsibilities, such as judging, mediating, counseling, representing individuals or groups in adversarial proceedings, representing individuals or groups in nonadversarial contexts, representing individuals or groups in various kinds of transactions, or educating groups about law and the legal process. In representing individuals or groups, the student may assume the role of either the primary or subsidiary attorney. The student may also serve in the role of a mediator, a judicial clerk, a teacher, a trainer, or an observer.

2. Group Learning Component

Experiential teachers use the group learning component in numerous ways. Teachers may, for instance, use classroom time for skill building, simulations, developing interdisciplinary perspectives, exposing students to critical perspectives, or developing students’ cultural competence. Some teachers focus on the foundational,
The group instructional component can be a pre- or co-requisite to the experiential component. It may be brief or extensive, bridge the gap between doctrine and practice by discussing applications of doctrine in relevant contexts, serve as a tutorial on specific issues implicated in the cases or problems of the experiential component, and may or may not be limited to those who are engaged in the experiential component. Alternatively, one may choose not to have a group learning component.

C. Who: The Teachers and Learners

Another series of choices for program designers involves the individuals who are labeled “teachers,” “mentors,” or “supervisors,” as well as those who are labeled “learners” or “students.” In most experiential courses, there are designated and nondesignated teachers. In a well-structured experiential program, virtually every person with whom the student has contact may serve as a teacher. Clients, opposing counsel, judges, witnesses, clinic staff, fellow students, and community members may all provide information and feedback to the students. The teacher often becomes the student, and, conversely, the student often becomes the teacher. For this framework, however, we focus on those who are assigned responsibility for organizing and delivering instruction, providing direction and feedback, and evaluating and assessing student progress and performance. These individuals may possess a range of titles, be full- or part-time faculty members, or have course loads that are primarily experiential or nonexperiential.

1. The Teachers

The principal choices to be made about faculty in the “who” category include deciding who will have responsibility for teaching the classroom/group instructional portion of the course and who will have responsibility for supervising the experiential component. Likewise, choices must be made about the relationship between the classroom and experiential components.

The instructor of the experiential component may be a full-time experiential faculty member at the law school, a full-time nonexperiential faculty member at the law school, a


51. Choices may be limited by existing ABA Standards for Approval of Law Schools. A.B.A. STANDARDS, supra note 8. Some of these standards require a classroom or reflective learning component for experiential courses. Id. at § 305(e)(7).

part-time faculty member, a faculty member from another department or discipline of the university, or a nonfaculty member, such as a practicing attorney or other professional. Regardless of title, instructors may see student supervision as their primary focus, or only a subsidiary one among many other duties. The instructor may or may not be integrated into the law school by being granted a vote and a voice. Teachers of the experiential component may or may not be the same people as those who teach the classroom component.

The same is true for the group learning component. These teachers can be drawn from any of the categories above, or from more than one of these categories. Teachers of the experiential components may or may not be the same people as those who teach the group learning components. Collaboratively taught programs may entail team teaching by any grouping of those listed above.

2. The Learners

Program designers must make choices about not only who will have the responsibility to teach, but also who will have the opportunity to learn. Which students will participate in the experiential component and which students will participate in the classroom component? As with the decision about faculty, the student participants in the classroom component may or may not be co-extensive with the student participants in the experiential component. Those involved in the experiential component may be the entire class, or perhaps a subset of the class—such as a team of students working on a particular case or project, or even an individual student. They may all be law students or they may be an interdisciplinary group that includes law students and students from other disciplines. They may be chosen by lottery, by application, or by some other method. Depending on these choices, the composition of the experiential learning group may vary widely.

D. Where: On-Campus, Off-Campus, or Far Away

Supervised experiential learning can occur in many locations. The most common locations are on-site legal clinics at the law school, judicial and executive chambers, prosecutor and defender offices, governmental agencies, legislatures, nonprofit legal services, and other legal advocacy offices. In addition, some law schools offer experiential opportunities in private law firms locally, while others offer them in cities and countries far from the law school. The group instructional component can be offered at the law school, at an off-campus location, or even in cyberspace through computerized distance learning technologies.

E. When: Timing of Experiential Learning

Law school students and faculty are accustomed to the structure of courses taught during the same time periods each week for a specified term of weeks. Learning in

53. The practice of hiring nonfaculty “fellows” and “staff attorneys” has become increasingly common. Programs vary as to the qualifications and duties required and the status and compensation provided. We note but do not address the role of such nonfaculty attorneys in experiential programs. See Dunlap & Joy, supra note 11, at 59.
these nonexperiential courses is typically structured around these predetermined time periods. Students and teachers engaged in experiential learning, on the other hand, often structure time around the experience rather than structuring the experience around a preset time block. Experiential learning, difficult to structure into predictable days and times, is not likely to occur in fifty-minute time blocks. In keeping with the unpredictability of the experiential component, even a group learning component may be offered on an alternative format and schedule, such as in an intensive “boot camp,” a mandatory orientation, or a series of periodic workshops. In addition, student experiences may be allowed to extend beyond the temporal beginning or end of the academic term. Indeed, since contextual learning so often comes from reflection on experience, these reflections can continue and deepen long after the term has concluded.

The timing of experiential education may vary on additional dimensions, including when it occurs during the course of the student’s education and within the academic calendar, the length and intensity of either the experience or the group learning component, and the timing of any group learning component in relationship to the experiential component. Throughout U.S. law schools, real experiential education has most often been available to upper-level J.D. students, but that is not invariably the case. At some schools, 1Ls or L.L.M. students are afforded the opportunity to participate in educational programs involving actual legal work. Experiential education may take place during the regular academic year or during the summer, for a single term, an entire academic year, or even longer. An “immersion” experience may be the only course in which the student is enrolled; alternatively, the experience may be only one of several courses the student is taking. Any group learning component may be offered before, after, or at the same time as the experiential component.

F. How: Source of Content and Institutional Recognition of Experiential Learning

The “how” of experiential learning includes how to generate the experiential learning content, provide recognition for student learning, provide feedback to students, and assess the students’ learning. The source of experiential content may influence the overall educational content. For cases handled within the law school, options include self-referral of clients, appointment by the court, and referrals from agencies. For external placements, possibilities include placement lists, student initiative, or requests for student workers from site supervisors. Each option creates its own administrative and resource consequences regarding intake, staffing, litigation fees and costs, and other expenditures.

Institutions award various forms of acknowledgment to recognize experiential learning. Most law schools award academic credit to students for participation in experiential programs, and a handful of law schools make such programs

54. Some programs are extracurricular rather than curricular, where students receive neither grades nor credits, although there may be some other form of institutional recognition—such as a certificate of commendation—for the services rendered. In the alternative, some students receive stipends or pay for their performance as student-lawyers. While our focus in this paper is on for-credit experiences, we believe that law schools should pay more attention to the educational content of the not-for-credit
mandatory. Most law schools provide grades to students in clinics, while others award students ungraded credits. An important “how” concerns the assessment of both individual students and the experience itself.

Section III. Overview Chart: Why, What, Who, Where, When, and How
Designing Experiential Opportunities in Law School: Explicit or Implicit Design

Decisions for the Law School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decisions Specific to Experiential Component</th>
<th>General Design Decisions</th>
<th>Decisions Specific to Group Learning Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May differ from group learning component</td>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>May differ from experiential component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus of Teaching/Learning Goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Law School Goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Student Goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experiences that students undertake, especially in light of the considerable number of hours that so many students devote to them.


57. In recent years, “assessment” has become something of a buzzword in legal education as external accreditors consider alternative approaches to both assessing student learning outcomes and accrediting law schools according to “outcome-based” measures. See, e.g., A.B.A. STANDARDS, supra note 8. Although we believe that thoughtful assessment of both students and programs is crucial for improving legal education, we express no opinion here on the nature, extent, and frequency of that assessment. We suggest, however, that such requirements should not be applied differentially to experiential programs.

58. This summary overview is meant to be a tool for starting discussion about potential opportunities, courses, or experiences. For example, it could be used prior to a meeting or as a tool during a meeting to spark or focus discussion.

59. The left- and right-hand columns provide an opportunity to expand on the many “why, what, who, how, where, and when” decisions that may play out differently for the experiential component and any “group learning” component.

60. We struggled with what to call this component. “Academic” seemed to suggest, wrongly, that the experiential component cannot also be academic. “Classroom” is under-inclusive because some of this work may take place in settings outside the conventional classroom. We settled on “group learning component,” but we do not mean to exclude from it methodologies like individual journals. We accept the term because typically individual methodologies, such as journals, are assigned to a group of learners.
Section III. Checklist for Identifying Structural Options

Experiential Opportunities in Law School

Note: We envision Clinic Directors and/or Deans in charge of academic experiential opportunities employing this detailed checklist to ensure thoughtful and informed decision making.

I. Why: The Goals (Articulate and Prioritize)

A. Consider Goals for the Learning Experience
   1. Engaging and motivating students to learn
   2. Understanding unequal social structures and advancing social justice
   3. Developing lawyering skills
      a. Task skills, e.g. interviewing, negotiating
      b. Strategy, judgment, reflection skills
   4. Cultivating professional identity
   5. Fostering professional ethics
   6. Providing culturally competent client representation
   7. Developing problem solving abilities
   8. Gaining insight into law and the legal system
   9. Promoting lifelong learning
   10. Learning to work collaboratively

B. Consider Goals from Different Perspectives
   1. Students
   2. Supervising attorney
II. What: The Supervised Experiences and the Group Learning Component

A. Supervised Experiential Content
   1. Role played by the student (e.g., primary or subsidiary attorney, mediator, judicial clerk, teacher, trainer, observer)
   2. Nature of the work (e.g., judging, mediating, counseling, representing individuals or groups in adversarial proceedings, representing individuals or groups in nonadversarial contexts, representing individuals or groups in various kinds of transactions, or educating groups about the law and legal process)
   3. Tasks or responsibilities tied to the nature of the work (e.g., interviewing/counseling, fact investigation, legal research, case/project planning, negotiating, drafting, mediating contested case advocacy, trial, court or administrative agency)
   4. Source of the work (e.g., cases for in-house clinic; placements for off-site work)

B. Group Learning Content and Structure
   1. Substantive choices (may include a mix of items below)
      a. Skill building (e.g., with methodologies such as simulations)
      b. Develop interdisciplinary perspectives
      c. Expose students to critical perspectives
      d. Develop students’ cultural competence
      e. Focus on the foundational substantive and/or procedural law
      f. Conduct case rounds
   2. Structural Questions
      a. Pre- or co-requisite to the experiential component?
      b. Length: brief or extensive?
      c. Designed to bridge the gap between doctrine and practice?
      d. Tutorial on specific issues implicated in the cases or problems of the experiential component?
      e. Limited to those engaged in the experiential component?
      f. No group learning component at all?

III. Who: The Teachers and Learners

A. Teachers
   1. Who has responsibility for the experiential component? (e.g., full-time experiential faculty member at the law school, full-time nonexperiential
faculty member at the law school, part-time faculty member, faculty member from another department or discipline of the university, nonfaculty member, such as a practicing attorney or another professional)

2. Who has responsibility for group learning component? (similar list as Section III-A-1, and may be the same person or involve team teaching)

3. Who coordinates the experiential and group learning components?

4. What, if any, design questions involving other potential teachers? (e.g. clients, opposing counsel, judges, witnesses, clinic staff, fellow students, community members)

B. Learners

1. Which students participate in the experiential component and which participate in the group learning component?

2. Are the groups of students co-extensive? Is one group a subset?

3. All law students or also from other disciplines?

4. Do other considerations apply? What are these?

IV. Where: The Location of the Experience

A. Experiential Component

1. On campus (e.g., on-site legal clinics)

2. Off campus (e.g., judicial and executive chambers, prosecutor and defender offices, governmental agencies, legislatures, nonprofit legal services, other legal advocacy offices, private law firms)

3. Far away (e.g., cities and countries far distant from the law school)

B. Group Learning Component

1. At the law school

2. At an off-campus location

3. In cyberspace, through computerized distance learning technologies

V. When: Timing of Experiential Learning

A. Experiential Component

1. During the academic year while the student is enrolled in other classes

2. During a term where the experiential component is the only course in which the student is enrolled

3. During the summer

B. Group Learning Component

1. In relation to experiential component: before, after, or at the same time

2. Frequency and intensity: weekly or periodic classes or meetings, intensive “boot camp,” mandatory orientation, periodic workshops

3. Regularity: preset time block or with varied structure based on the experiences arising in the experiential component
V. How: Source of Content and Institutional Recognition of Experiential Learning

A. How to Generate the Experiential Learning Content
   1. For cases handled within the law school—finding cases (e.g., self-referral of clients, appointment by the court, and referrals from agencies)
   2. For external placements—matching students with placements (e.g., placement lists, student initiative, requests for student workers from site supervisors)

B. How to Provide Recognition for Student Learning
   1. Academic credit or extra-curricular?
      a. For academic—graded or ungraded?
      b. For extra-curricular—any form of recognition?
   2. Voluntary or mandatory?
      a. The experience itself—clinic or pro bono
      b. In satisfaction of broader requirement (e.g., skills)
   3. Law school role in paid work
      a. Stipends, grants, awards
      b. Related group learning component?

IV. CONTEXTS AND CONSTRAINTS: THE BACKDROP FOR CHOOSING AMONG THE OPTIONS

We now turn to an important practical question: What are the contextual factors and constraints that will influence a school’s structural choices, identified in Section III above, for its students’ real lawyering opportunities? Our list, familiar to readers involved in experiential programs, includes the specific goals, institutional mission, resources (both monetary and nonmonetary), professionalism concerns, and interests of the various players (such as students, faculty, law school and university administration, the surrounding legal community, and the potential client base). We discuss these contexts and constraints in summary form not only because they are familiar to many readers, but also because they receive thoughtful treatment elsewhere in the literature.61 At the end of each subsection we provide visuals to illustrate some of these contexts and constraints. While the previous section expands the realm of programmatic possibilities, contextual factors and constraints in a particular law school setting will, as a practical matter, reduce the options.

61. An excellent place to start is Clinical Legal Education: An Annotated Bibliography. See Ogilvy & Czapanskiy, supra note 12. The topic headings include “Clinical Legal Education,” “Clinical Teaching” (including “Clinic Design” and “Clinic Administration”), “Lawyering Skills,” and “Professional Responsibility.”
A. Goals, Mission, Key Players

The articulated goals for an overall program of experiential learning will be a crucial factor in determining the details of each experience. Often a school will articulate multiple goals—such as professional ethics instruction, lawyering skills development, and the provision of public service—and the relative priority of the goals will affect the program’s design. For example, the tradeoff between skills development and public service is evident in choices about the case volume to be handled by the students, the intensity of supervision, and the content of classroom work linked to the experience. 62

Decisions about goals might also derive from a school’s articulated mission. For example, one school’s mission might focus on social justice and another’s mission on a particular area of substantive expertise or lawyering skills. The “reality-based” opportunities made available to students will vary depending on whether each school is attempting to further its mission or fill educational gaps generated by the mission’s intensive focus.

The goals of the constituent groups will also affect programmatic choices. Some students who attend law school are already devoted to serving a particular population or to mastering a substantive area of practice. These students may be eager participants,

---

or even organizers, of real lawyering projects. Others may seek to enhance their prospects on the job market or to break the routine of conventional classroom education by engaging in the intensive and interactive process of experiential learning.

Faculty who are not identified with experiential education can be key players and may have goals for experiential learning as well. Some faculty members whose interests lie primarily outside the realm of experiential education may support projects in their substantive areas of expertise to give students an advanced capstone experience in the subject. Others may find themselves drawn to experiential learning when they interact with students who are afire with the enthusiasm so often generated by performing work in real-life situations. A law school dean may be enthusiastic about the prospects for curricular innovation, hostile to such efforts, or walk a middle ground. The local bar and community groups may be seeking help in high volume courts, attempting to address a gap in access to justice, or be eager to develop a sophisticated curriculum for training the next generation of public interest lawyers.

B. Resources

While we hope that a law school’s mission and curricular goals will play a primary role in programmatic design, the lesson of experience is that funding and resources concerns will loom large.

1. Funding and Costs

Experiential programs can be funded through the sources generally available for legal education: tuition, state funds, private gifts, or sources available only for special purposes, such as grants or attorneys’ fees. The cost of an experiential learning program will vary with design and circumstances, but significant lawyering projects are resource intensive. Experiential learning involves not just the faculty resources devoted to a real lawyering curriculum but also financial concerns relating to administrative and support staff, office space, office equipment and supplies, computers and their maintenance, and malpractice insurance premiums. Additional costs may be incurred in the effort to secure outside grants and comply with reporting requirements. Because no law school has unlimited resources, a decision to fund one project is often a decision to close the door on another.

63. Many of the articles in the Annotated Bibliography on Clinic Design and Clinic Administration may relate to experiential programs that do not fit the usual definition of an “in-house clinic.” See Ogilvy & Czapanskiy, supra note 12, at 20–25. For a helpful checklist of program details, see Schrag, supra note 41, at 245–47.

64. See infra Visual, Section IV-B-1.
2. **Nonmonetary Resources**

Nonmonetary resources, such as the size and location of the law school and the availability of expertise, are also critical factors in choosing among possible structures for real lawyering projects. Considerations of size include the number of faculty and students, the existing menu of real lawyering experiences available to students, and the scale and uses of the physical plant. A law school located in a large urban center will face a very different range of opportunities and community needs than a law school located in a largely rural area. The location of the law school will affect the diversity, backgrounds, and interests of the student body, the needs of the community, and even student and faculty travel time. Finally, location and size are intimately intertwined with the types and levels of expertise that will be available to support and staff a project. If the structure of the program requires a permanent faculty member to directly supervise the students, an important concern will be whether any current faculty members at the law school, inside or outside the experiential program, have the expertise to do so.
Enthusiasm and support from key players may be another nonmonetary consideration that is crucial to the success of a new experiential learning project. A single enthusiastic student or student group can energize the project, a motivated faculty member can develop it, and dedicated members of the bar or local community groups can play a critical role in sustaining it. However, the intensity of interest can also take a negative form. For example, political interference from outside interests opposed to the substantive work of the project can create constraints that will affect the planning and design of an experiential educational opportunity.

Pedagogical concerns also affect the nature of the experiential projects that a law school chooses. A law school may want to provide a variety of lawyering opportunities to ensure that all students can take courses tailored to their various learning styles, or the law school may choose to create structured sequences of lawyering experiences for students to undertake with the expectation that appropriate sequencing will enhance students’ learning.

Section IV-B-2 Visual
Choosing Among Design Options: Nonmonetary Resources

Nonmonetary resources include size, expertise and support from students, faculty, existing experiential programs, and the surrounding community.

65. See supra Visual, Section IV-A.
66. For articles on political interference, see Ogilvy & Czapanskiy, supra note 12, at 24–25.
67. Structured sequencing of courses might include prerequisite courses, progressively advanced opportunities, or a required capstone course. See, e.g., Univ. of N.H. Sch. of Law, Daniel Webster Scholar Honors Program Requirements and Sequencing, law.unh.edu (last visited July 29, 2011), http://law.unh.edu/websterscholar/; William Mitchell Coll. of Law, Pathways to the Profession of Law, wmitchell.edu, http://www.wmitchell.edu/pathways/how-to-use-pathways.asp (last visited Sept. 20, 2011); Wash. & Lee Univ. Sch. of Law, The Third Year in Detail, law.wlu.edu, http://law.wlu.edu/thirdyear/page.asp?pageid=651 (last visited Sept. 20, 2011). Less ambitious examples might be a first-year lawyering course, a second-year simulation-based course related to a second-year clinic, or a third-year externship linked to both a substantive course and an additional simulation-based skills course. These are consistent with the “spiral curriculum” concept widely accepted in educational theory in which concepts are introduced in a simplified fashion at an early educational stage and then considered in more detail in successive stages. See Jerome Bruner, The Process of Education 13, 52–54 (1960).
C. Professionalism and Ethics Concerns

Although a detailed exploration of the professional and ethical concerns implicated by real lawyering experiences is beyond the scope of this article, those concerns provide important contexts and constraints for designing experiential learning opportunities. Students may need to comply with the requirements of the jurisdiction’s student practice rule. In addition, under the rules of professional responsibility, attorneys must comply with the three C’s—confidentiality, avoidance of conflicts of interest, and competence.

The structure of a lawyering opportunity may determine who is bound by ethical requirements. The attorney of record (likely the attorney supervising the students) will be bound. The question is whether the students and others, such as faculty members who are not counsel of record, are bound also. Where programs involve collaboration with those outside the law school community, clarifying whether the lawyer-client relationship includes the law school actors will have implications for the ethical analysis of the issues that are faced by the school and could affect malpractice coverage.

Confidentiality, conflicts of interest, and competence issues also implicate structural concerns of a different nature. Typically, confidences may be shared among members of a “firm,” and conflicts of interest are determined in part by reference to other members of that firm. Students must learn the parameters of confidentiality and understand the definition of the “law firm” in which confidences must be kept. This will require clarity on the part of the faculty members themselves, who will need to be careful both in their interactions with students and in their use of students’ lawyering experiences as grist for classroom instruction. The ethical issues are compounded where the lawyering involves collaboration with lay advocates, such as social workers, or where it entails the provision of legal assistance that is not intended to supply full representation.

68. The clinical literature contains many cautionary reminders and useful explorations of professional and ethical concerns arising in experiential settings. See, e.g., Alan W. Houseman, Restrictions by Funders and the Ethical Practice of Law, 67 Fordham L. Rev. (Special Issue) 2187 (1999); Adrienne Thomas McCoy, Law Student Advocates and Conflicts of Interest, 73 Wash. L. Rev. 731 (1998). Professor Peter A. Joy’s work is especially helpful in addressing these concerns. See, e.g., Peter A. Joy, The Law School Clinic as a Model Ethical Office, 30 Wm. Mitchell L. Rev. 35 (2003); Peter A. Joy & Robert R. Kuehn, Conflict of Interest and Competency Issues in Law Clinic Practice, 9 Clinical L. Rev. 493 (2003); Joy, supra note 15.

69. For an interpretation and catalogue of student practice rules, see Chavkin, supra note 47, at 1515–24.

70. See infra Visuals, Section IV-C. For an excellent analysis of the three C’s in externship settings, see Alexis Anderson et al., Ethics in Externships: Confidentiality, Conflicts, and Competence Issues in the Field and in the Classroom, 10 Clinical L. Rev. 473 (2004).

71. See Joy & Kuehn, supra note 69, at 495–521.


73. See infra Visual, Section IV-C, No. 2.

74. For an exploration of the challenges in collaborating with social workers, see Jacqueline St. Joan, Building Bridges, Building Walls: Collaboration Between Lawyers and Social Workers in a Domestic Violence Clinic and Issues of Client Confidentiality, 7 Clinical L. Rev. 403 (2001). For discussions of challenges...
Clarity will also require institutional decisions about whether to treat all of those involved in experiential projects as belonging to one firm, or whether those involved in each project will constitute separate firms. Moreover, it will be important to make explicit the relationship with the “law firm” maintained by the law school and the university administration.

Beyond the formal rules, the law school will want its students, faculty, and community partners to provide competent service, and some tension may exist between the standards of practice in the community and the aspirational standards for the experience. Students should possess the appropriate foundational knowledge and professional skills needed to perform the lawyering work with a realistic level of effort. Students also need guidance to avoid conflicts of interest between the legal work that they conduct under the law school’s auspices and the legal work that they undertake through part-time or summer employment. Faculty and supervising attorneys may experience a conflict between the duty to provide competent representation to the client and their obligation and desire to provide a meaningful educational experience to the student. Finally, real lawyering activities by students may adversely affect the interests of funders (including private donors and members of the legislature), trustees, or alumni of the law school or university and that may create external pressures affecting the three C’s.

Section IV-C-1 Visual
Choosing Among Design Options
Overview of Ethical Considerations

involved in using students in the delivery of “unbundled” legal services, see Kruse, supra note 47; Mary Helen McNeal, Unbundling and Law School Clinics: Where’s the Pedagogy?, 7 CLINICAL L. REV. 341 (2001). For a discussion of ethical issues, see id. at 398.

75. See infra Visual, Section IV-C-4.
76. See infra Visual, Section IV-C-3.
77. Id.; see also George Critchlow, Professional Responsibility, Student Practice, and the Clinical Teacher’s Duty to Intervene, 26 GONZ. L. REV. 415 (1991).
Section IV-C-2 Visual
Choosing Among Design Options
Ethical Considerations: Confidentiality

Confidentiality Requirements

Students
- Family
- Other students
- In public places

Faculty
- Family
- Discussing cases in other classes
- Creating hypotheticals

Staff

Consultants
(other faculty, librarians)

Section IV-C-3 Visual
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Ethical Considerations: Conflicts of Interest

Existing Program Structure: One Law Firm or Many?

Students
Conflicts within or between experiential programs
Conflicts with external activities
- Jobs (summer, academic year, post-graduation)
- Volunteer activities
Role Conflicts
- 1st v. 2nd chair
- Attorney v. student
- Attorney v. social worker

Faculty
Conflicts within or between experiential programs
Conflicts with external activities
- Own practice
- Consulting
- Pro bono projects
Role Conflicts
- Attorney v. teacher

Law School
Conflicts with experiential work adverse to external constituencies
- Donors
- Alumni
- Trustees
- Legislature
Mission Conflicts
- Tension between education and client service
V. MAKING CHOICES: PROCESS AND EXAMPLES

We turn now to three illustrations of how a law school might use our framework of structural options to aid its decision making about how to initiate, reconfigure, or expand its experiential education curriculum. Our examples include two that illustrate the potential for hybrid structures that do not fit neatly into either of the two traditional categories, in-house clinics and externship courses. That decision does not reflect a view that we should abandon existing structures and replace them with new ones of a hybrid form. To the contrary, we take as a given that more traditionally structured in-house clinics and externship opportunities will play a central role not only in a law school’s program for experiential learning but in the school’s overall program for legal education. In-house clinics and externships play fundamental roles in achieving essential goals of legal education, including instilling students with a sense of professional identity, preparing them for the practice of law, developing their professional judgment, helping them develop high standards for ethics and professionalism, diversifying educational options to meet various students’ goals and needs, and nurturing a commitment to social justice initiatives and meaningful access to justice. While those goals should permeate the overall law school curriculum, programs of experiential learning will often provide the best vehicle for furthering these goals.
A. Recommended Process for Using the Design Typology

Rather than adopting a rigidly linear approach that works through the options depicted in Section III and the contexts and constraints discussed in Section IV, we recommend a deliberate multi-stage process. The first stage is the “inventory,” involving an assessment of an institution’s structure, goals, resources, and characteristics. Picture your own institution as it is currently constituted. Identify the contexts and constraints discussed in Section IV and illustrated in the corresponding Visuals that represent your institution’s most obvious strengths, critical concerns, or difficult challenges. List and set priorities among those unlikely to change, but think flexibly. Some seemingly immutable characteristics might be overcome by creative plans and strategies, even though these strategies may take considerable time to coalesce.

With a handle on the contexts and constraints that will shape the decision making, turn to the exploration of options described in Section III. Since goals for any program will be a paramount consideration, consider the options that respond to the “why” question. Viewed in light of both the goals that you have framed and the list of contextual factors and constraints that you can name, what options make the most sense or seem to “fit” best in the litany of what, who, where, when and how? Try to be as comprehensive as possible about the numerous configurations realistically available to you. What are the pros and cons of the various options you have developed? As you consult various constituencies about these options, the decisionmaking process may highlight those structures that are emerging as the best choices for your institutional environment.

Next, return to the considerations listed under contexts and constraints, giving thought to considerations beyond the ones you initially identified as critical. Add to the assessment any contexts and constraints that may emerge from circumstances outside of your institution, such as political and organizational currents influencing legal education. How will the institutional choices that you are considering interact with these currents? Do these interactions create additional constraints? Assess the relevance of these considerations to your situation now or in the future. Where you have identified critical considerations as barriers to attractive programmatic options, make certain before abandoning these possibilities that they are truly obstacles that cannot or should not be overcome.

Having consciously undertaken a careful and comprehensive decisionmaking process, you are ready to act to launch your program. While that step may be self-evident, without deadlines akin to those that exist in litigation there is a danger that the process will remain open-ended. There is always the potential that better options might be developed or a sense that the future might be a better time to act. If, however, the impetus is a desire to improve the school’s experiential learning curriculum, the status quo may be less desirable than an “imperfect” choice. The clinical literature is replete with examples of innovative programs, launched with

79. See infra Visual, Section V-A.
enthusiasm, which encountered anticipated and unanticipated problems. The rich analysis that flows from reflection is often the most salient part of the story. Therefore, reflecting on the actions taken, with a willingness to remake those actions in light of these reflections, is a critical final step in the process.

Your chosen design may highlight unforeseen problems, challenges, and opportunities. Reconsidering the design with this new information in hand allows you to take stock once again of your institutional contexts and constraints and the pros and cons of various structural options. With the benefit of such hindsight, you may analyze these circumstances differently and see things anew, leading you to adopt alternative designs responsive to these experience-based insights. In this way, reflection can bring your process full circle.

Section V-A Visual
Designing an Experiential Opportunity with Real Legal Work
The Process: Matching Goals, Design Options and Constraints

This visual might be useful to introduce the recommended process for a committee whose members have not read the article.
B. Three Examples

The following examples use our proposed framework to address design decisions encountered in three different experiential learning contexts. Each of these contexts is triggered by real scenarios that we have observed or considered. The first two scenarios are based on actual situations confronted by two of the authors. While we do not claim to report precisely what occurred in these instances, we use these examples, inspired by real law school situations, to demonstrate the possible value of applying our conceptual framework to address questions about whether and how to design various sorts of experiential learning opportunities for the law school curriculum.

1. Example #1: Learning to Mediate

Step 1: The Inventory—The institution’s structure, goals, and resources, as well as professionalism and ethics concerns

A law school is located in a major metropolitan area. It enrolls a total of approximately six hundred students and has approximately forty-five full-time faculty members. This law school offers six longstanding and well-established in-house clinics and a variety of externship opportunities to its students. Each of the clinics is taught by a full-time faculty member, and all operate as one law firm for purposes of confidentiality and conflicts of interest. Externship placements are available in the community with judges, prosecutors, public defenders, not-for-profit organizations, and agencies at the state, federal, and local levels. The externships are supervised by a faculty member who requires that all site supervisors be attorneys willing to take on the educational responsibility of supervising externs. Under the current structure, approximately fifty students per semester can be accommodated in the in-house clinics and approximately twelve students per semester can be accommodated in the externship program. This past semester, over one hundred students applied for the fifty slots in the in-house clinics.

The faculty is generally supportive of experiential education. Faculty members who teach in the clinics also have other significant institutional responsibilities, such as administrative assignments and teaching more traditional doctrinal courses or simulation-based skills courses.

Step 2: The Options—The why, what, who, where, when, and how

At a law school at which one of the co-authors teaches, several people who work with a neighborhood mediation center in the community approached the clinic director about the possibility of establishing an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) clinic. The center’s director is a licensed mediator, but not an attorney. Such a project could not become a traditional clinical offering at the law school as there are currently no clinical faculty members who are licensed or experienced mediators.
nor is there funding to hire a full-time faculty member to supervise a mediation clinic. The project would not be acceptable as an externship placement, as the supervisor would not be a lawyer and the in-house clinic is not geared to accommodate an outside organization.

The inapplicability of both the externship and the in-house clinic models might lead to the ready conclusion that the mediation program should not be created here. But rather than rejecting the proposal, the clinic director might use the foregoing framework to consider in a deliberate way the proposal’s viability. The first question should be “why.” What goals are to be served by creating an experiential opportunity in dispute resolution?

Providing an experiential component to ADR would fit nicely with the law school’s program on dispute resolution. Because the mediation center is highly regarded for the quality of its work, there is reason to expect that students would receive significant educational benefits from their participation in a high-quality, community-based mediation practice. In addition, as a nonlitigation approach to conflict, a mediation clinic would serve as a valuable complement to the clinic’s other offerings, which are largely focused on litigation. It would also respond to student desires for expanded opportunities in experiential education, evidenced by over-enrollment in the clinics, and expanded opportunities for contributing in a positive and welcome manner to the diverse local community. Teaching students to conduct mediations and supervising their efforts would expand the capacities of the neighborhood mediation center to provide effective, timely, and culturally sensitive dispute resolution services to the community, and train a larger cadre of mediators who might provide valuable dispute resolution services in the future.

In considering who will be the teachers and who will be the learners in a mediation clinic, one important contextual factor is the expertise available in the community. This expertise resides not only with the director of the local mediation center, but also with the members of its board who are certified mediators and attorneys. There are multiple experienced mediators in the community who could supervise the students. The resources of the law school leave open the possibility of hiring qualified adjunct faculty to direct a mediation clinic. For reasons of stability, continuity, and quality control, engaging full-time clinical faculty is generally a preferable option. The decision whether to consider an adjunct faculty option in this context may be affected not only by internal structural and pedagogical considerations but also by other cross-currents within legal education. Are there larger cost-driven trends at other institutions to replace full-time clinical faculty with adjuncts? Will the decision made at this law school have any influence on patterns of decisions across institutions? Is this choice likely to have broader, negative repercussions or present slippery slope concerns for experiential education beyond the particular school?

The “when” question is fairly easily answered at this school as courses are always taught on a semester basis. Therefore, this proposal would need to fit within the semester-long model for all of the school’s courses.

Using the thought process that we have described and consulting the checklist or the chart in Section III, one can identify multiple options for creating such a mediation
program. Because the mediation center is located off-campus, but within the community, the “how” and “where” considerations must be considered together. One model might entail allowing the students to engage in mediation under the direction of the mediation center’s director, while simultaneously instructing them through simulation and classroom work with a full-time faculty member. Another model might involve engaging an adjunct faculty member to teach the classroom component. Alternatively, the experience of conducting mediations might be incorporated into a mediation class that is already being offered. Students could engage in simulated mediations in class and then participate in real mediations at the community mediation center. The teacher of the classroom course might then undertake with the students the reflective analysis of their mediations that would help them to derive lessons from their experiences and to understand their meaning. Another possibility is that one of the current experiential courses might allow students the opportunity to engage in mediations related to the subject matter of the clinic. For example, a domestic relations clinic could provide students with an opportunity to assist in mediating family disputes. These mediations could be supervised by the director of the mediation center in consultation with the teacher of the domestic relations clinic.

**Step 3: Weighing the options**

Applying the framework that we have devised in the context of a particular institution can yield viable conclusions. Using the recommended process, the faculty director determined that the goals for the experiential learning program, when viewed in the context of the particular law school, suggested that an appropriate and feasible model seemed to be a “hybrid” form. This hybrid form would allow the students to participate in mediation at the center, while at the same time engaging them in a classroom course. In light of resource limitations, the best choice would be to engage an adjunct faculty member to teach the course and to provide oversight of the experiential component. The clinical director, in turn, would support and mentor the adjunct professor in the practice of clinical teaching. While the clinic has not actually come to fruition, the thought process has allowed the clinic director to determine the best course of action when the mediation center is ready to partner with the law school.

In reaching this conclusion, it was important to the analysis that the clinics at the law school were well established and well regarded, that full-time clinical faculty had security in their positions, and that there was limited risk in this context of fueling a move to replace resource-intensive clinics with cheaper versions taught by adjuncts. The fact that the decision to create an adjunct-taught clinical project was tied to the project’s connection to a secure and thriving in-house clinical program was deemed to reduce the risks that the clinic would be a model for other clinical programs that wished to create a clinical program taught exclusively by adjuncts. Moreover, the model was pedagogically sound, affording students the opportunity to learn through their participation in effective community-based mediations while ensuring them attorney supervision guided by the academic objectives of the clinical program. Given the experiential program’s small caseload, it seemed likely that the mediation program
could operate as a part of that law firm without generating many actual conflicts of interest.

These suggested alternatives are only a few of the many creative ways in which the law school might respond to the proposed student-mediation opportunity. The opportunities and constraints presented in each law school’s context will frame the available choices for any specific institution. The answer for one will not necessarily be the answer for another.

Step 4: Act

In the actual situation that gave rise to this example, the institution was enabled by our framework to respond to an experiential learning proposal by undertaking a deliberate process and making a carefully tailored choice. The choice—the mixed model described above—could be implemented expeditiously. The thought process would allow a pedagogically sound response to opportunities and needs in the community, and provide students with an opportunity to develop new skills and values.

2. Example #2: Innocence Project

Step 1: The Inventory—The institution’s structure, goals, and resources, as well as professionalism and ethics concerns

A law school is situated in a metropolitan area with a number of other law schools. The program’s in-house clinic and externship options are organized under a single umbrella of “clinical courses.” Under this model, all students seeking course credit for legal work must enroll in one of the twelve to fourteen clinical courses, organized by subject matter, offered each semester. Clinical courses that involve areas of law not covered by the school’s in-house clinic, a poverty law office, operate on a purely field placement, or externship model. Where the work done at the in-house clinic fits the subject area of a particular clinical course, a placement at the school’s in-house clinic is one of the placement options available to students. Although the Clinic Director, a tenured-faculty member, is involved in administrative aspects of each of the clinics, nonclinical faculty members—both full-time and adjunct—are involved. All students must take a minimum of two designated skills courses to graduate, with the clinical courses among the list of approved skills courses. The school’s Mission Statement includes the commitment “to preparing students to be successful lawyers and leaders in the public and private sectors through integrated practical, theoretical and ethical education of the highest caliber.”

A nonclinical, full-time faculty member is involved in extensive pro bono work in the criminal defense area. One of his projects is a collaboration with a private firm that has led to the establishment of an Innocence Project for the region. Through the collaboration, pro bono lawyers, with law students’ assistance, investigate cases of persons who claim to have been wrongfully convicted and are seeking exoneration. They also research, draft, and file amicus briefs in furtherance of reliable expert testimony, improved identification procedures, and better forensic science. Until
recently, all students involved have worked purely on a volunteer basis. The faculty member has now approached the Clinic Director, the chairperson of the Curriculum Committee, and the Associate Dean, trying to structure a program where Innocence Project students obtain credit for their work. Short of credit, he requests that they obtain at least some type of formal recognition for their efforts.

Step 2: The Options—The why, what, who, where, when, and how

The reality that the faculty member is seeking to convert a volunteer program into a credit-bearing program carries with it preliminary answers to some of the questions about structural options. The course creates a combined classroom and experiential component through which students will explore wrongful convictions in the criminal justice system. The new course will further many of the goals identified in Section III, including developing lawyering skills, advancing social justice, cultivating professional identity, fostering professional ethics, providing competent client representation, and gaining insight into law and the legal system. In the proposed experiential component, student casework would include reviewing transcripts, discovery and other legal materials, identifying issues for further investigation, preparing research memoranda for presentation to a committee of practitioners, and drafting relevant briefs. In terms of the “where” question, the faculty affiliated with the school’s three academic centers—each of which supports faculty and student pro bono work—all have their offices in a building separate from the main law school building; since their suites include student space, the students would work in that location. In terms of the “when” question, the proposed work would occur during the academic semester, in conjunction with a substantive seminar on the topic. The “how” question relating to the source of the work is answered by the reality that cases would be referred from the attorneys involved in the Innocence Project in the local area.

Since the faculty member proposes to teach the course and oversee the work, that portion of the “who” question is answered as well. With regard to students, the “who” question is more complicated, because the faculty member wants to handpick the students doing the casework. He expects a broader group of students would enroll in the classroom portion itself, and envisions the students performing the casework as a small subset of that larger group. In terms of options, separate experiences could be structured for those students doing actual casework and those studying the topic solely through the classroom. Alternatively, the classroom component could be the same, with the students who perform casework receiving additional credit in some fashion.

The “how” questions involving recognition by the institution present difficult questions. Extracurricular public service legal work is recognized under the school’s Public Service Transcript Notation83 program. It is unlikely, however, that this form of recognition would be a sufficient response, since many of the students working on

---

83. Many law schools offer programs that provide recognition—which may include formal designation on transcripts for students who volunteer a minimum number of hours performing public service work, as defined either by the school or the bar.
Innocence Project cases already earn that notation, and the faculty member has made clear his preference for a credit-bearing experience. These circumstances suggest an experiential structure involving credits as part of the classroom component or in addition to them, with the need to analyze whether the experiential work should “count” as a clinical experience and as satisfying one of the law school’s “skills” course requirements for its students. The “how” of both student and program assessment will depend to some extent on the option chosen.

**Step 3: Weighing the options**

The initial inquiry from the faculty member involved a request that the experiential component be a “clinical” component, which carries specific meaning at the institution. The school’s clinical courses typically involve either direct representation under the student practice rule at the in-house clinic, or legal work off-site in well-structured externship settings. Research for full-time faculty members would not normally fit the definition, although the case-related nature of the tasks proposed here might suggest revisiting that line. A related complication involves the fact that clinical courses automatically count as one of a student’s two required “skills” courses for graduation from the law school. Yet the skills courses typically engage a broader range of skills than are likely to be developed through the work of the Innocence Project.

Finally, a very real possibility exists that the first offering of the course will raise questions or problems that might make changes advisable if the course is offered a second time. That suggests the desirability of offering the course initially as an experimental course, a vehicle that, under the school’s rules, does not require initial approval from the Curriculum Committee or the faculty. The chairperson of the Curriculum Committee has indicated, however, that she opposes using this structure for clinical and skills courses.

The structural complexities—including the constraints and realities at the institution—might suggest that the proposal be rejected. It simply does not fit the recognized categories, raising the possibility that the slippery slope problem might begin to erode the otherwise well-structured program. Yet the faculty members involved share a commitment to expanding high-quality opportunities for experiential learning. That approach certainly furthers the school’s commitment to preparing students for the practice of law and integrating theory and practice in the educational experience. While in some respects this experience facilitates less robust experiential learning than elsewhere at the school, the course is being offered as an addition to the curriculum, not as a replacement for other clinical opportunities. A nonclinical, full-time faculty member is seeking to add to the menu of experiential options, at no cost to the school and without any diminution of resources to the existing in-house clinic and externship opportunities. On balance, the students, the faculty member, and the school overall would be best served by getting to yes, rather than by blocking the request.
Step 4: Act

In the actual situation, a solution was crafted to establish a two-credit seminar course named Wrongful Convictions. With the professor’s approval, students in the course could receive either one or two additional credits for casework. Each additional credit required five hours of weekly casework, fitting the formula for most of the school’s clinical courses. However, the supplemental credits are simply labeled an “additional component.” The work is not defined as clinical work, and the additional component is not designated a “clinical component.” Thus, the work will not count toward the skills requirement, and, as requested by the professor, will be graded on a pass/fail basis, a grading option that is not open to the clinics. Finally, since the Innocence Project—deemed neither a clinical nor a skills course—was offered initially as an experimental course, it may be modified, if needed, for its second offering. Under the school’s rules, should the professor want to offer the course a third time, he must submit a formal proposal for approval by the Curriculum Committee and the faculty.

3. Example #3: The New Law School

Step 1: The Inventory—The institution’s structure, goals, resources, as well as professionalism and ethics concerns

A hypothetical new private law school has opened in a medium-sized city. The law school wishes to develop centers of excellence in business law and health law. The dean has been selected and has begun organizing the school. The first class will enroll in the fall of 2012. There will be approximately one hundred students in the inaugural class, although the law school is hoping to grow to a student body of 500 in the succeeding five years. The current faculty consists of seven faculty members, none of whom is experienced in or specifically designated to teach in the clinical area. The law school intends to hire five more faculty members during the 2012–2013 hiring season, and to reach an optimal full-time faculty level of thirty faculty members by 2016. Under the current plan, the faculty will hire a clinician in 2013. The clinician will oversee any experiential offerings, and co-teach any live-client clinics. The remainder of the offerings in the experiential education curriculum will be taught by adjuncts and part-time faculty members. The dean has advertised the school as having a commitment to the community, as well as promising incoming students a vibrant program of experiential education.

Step 2: The Options—The why, what, who, where, when, and how

The dean has decided that the best way to accomplish her goals is to utilize the resources currently available in the community. There are several legal aid programs, public defender agencies, and prosecutors’ offices in the surrounding communities. There are also several corporate legal headquarters and law firms in the community that have expressed an interest in having law student interns. The dean is anxious to
take advantage of these opportunities and to make good on her promise of greater opportunities for experiential learning.

Why not create an externship program, with students placed in these offices? Is that the best solution, or even a viable one? What is the context in which this decision is being made?

There is a tremendous amount of talent in the surrounding legal community. But is that enough to answer the “who” question? Currently, the law school does not have the resources to hire a full-time, or even a half-time, faculty member devoted to supervising the externships. It will be at least one to two years before that faculty member is hired. The dean has suggested that one of the existing faculty members could supervise the externships as a substitute for teaching an additional classroom course. The law school has the resources to hire an adjunct to assist this faculty member. Is it appropriate to begin this program simply because it is the only type of experiential education that can arguably be undertaken by the currently configured faculty? The dean has not been very clear about the “what” and the “how.” She is willing to leave it up to the teachers and supervisors to develop a methodology and a curriculum for the program.

Applying the process that we have proposed can lead to the realization that the school needs to undertake a more thorough analysis of its values, resources, and constraints before establishing an externship program. Clinical education should not be a Procrustean bed in which the school chops off necessary pedagogy to fit any institutional constraints. Perhaps the school should wait until it is fully staffed before beginning a program of clinical education, or the school should set a priority of hiring one or more clinicians in its early faculty expansion. Perhaps the school should create a highly focused externship based in one or two offices, and utilize supervision by a faculty member who is expert in the area of law practiced in those offices. The dean is not pleased with any of these suggestions, as they do not satisfy her desire to advertise the “robust” experiential education currently available at the institution.

**Step 3: Weighing the options**

Analyzing this proposal according to the framework that we have established leads to the likely conclusion that the dean’s proposal is neither feasible nor appropriate. An externship overseen by a nonclinical faculty member, without the benefit of an established clinical program, is left with an underdeveloped pedagogy. Only once that pedagogy is deliberately developed, and an externship model designed to fit that pedagogy, will the experiential learning program constitute a sound educational model.

The law school has not looked at its priorities and strengths to determine its appropriate niche in clinical education. If the school intends an institutional commitment to business and health law, its clinical components should also reflect this strength. Given the school’s commitment to hire a clinician in the near future, that faculty member should be involved in establishing the program of clinical education and ensuring the consistency and educational strength of all its components.
An externship program may indeed be an appropriate pedagogical vehicle for this law school. If so, the parameters of that program should be established with articulated goals, thoughtfulness, and academic rigor.

This appears to be a situation in which the dean is allowing the constraints (lack of faculty and lack of resources) to drive the decision. Simply because it is the only model that fits within the limitations of the institution does not mean that the model is of sufficiently high quality. This is not to say that the answer would be the same for every new law school wishing to establish a clinical component in its curriculum. A new law school may have assessed its strengths and constraints, and may creatively develop a vision of clinical education that is both pedagogically sound and specifically tailored to its needs, goals, and resources.

**Step 4: Act**

In this situation, the appropriate faculty action is to reject the dean’s request to establish an externship program for this academic year. It is clearly possible that this law school can become a center for experiential education and can live up to its advertised goals. But it is not ready to do so now. It would be a better use of the law school’s resources to begin laying the groundwork and establishing the conditions for developing high-quality experiential opportunities.

While this example illustrates a new law school at the beginning stages of developing a curriculum, the same analysis might also apply to an established law school wishing to expand its experiential offerings. Not every clinical experience or hybrid model of experiential education, even at a well-established law school, will necessarily add value to the pedagogy of the institution. The analytic process that we propose here mandates an intense focus on the strengths and weaknesses of institutions, and their resources, goals, and constraints, both in creating new programs and adding to existing ones.

**D. Reflect: Values Implicated in Your Choices and Their Effects on Legal Education at Your School and Beyond**

This article focuses on description, setting out a framework of considerations relevant to structuring real experiential learning opportunities for a law school and providing three examples of how the framework would operate in context. Although we have expressly avoided making global, normative recommendations about which choices to follow in structuring experiential opportunities, we recognize that these choices can have far-reaching implications. Despite its primary focus on an individual law school’s mission and goals, our framework also recognizes that design choices for experiential education at individual schools have important implications for legal education on both the national and international levels, and that developments on the national and international scenes reverberate within individual institutions. In keeping with the experiential methodology that underlies our approach in this article, we devote this section to a fuller description of a reflective process that includes, as above, the benefits accrued in individual institutions, but goes beyond that as well.
1. **Thinking Globally: National and International Trends**

Law schools are under increasing pressure from the profession, including the major accrediting bodies, to engage students in a conscious process of professional formation, as well as to teach a wide range of lawyering skills beyond the legal analysis of appellate cases and statutes.\(^{84}\) They are struggling to find approaches that can be scaled up to serve an entire student body at a cost that is not prohibitive.

Some argue that the easy way out of this conundrum is to make a wholesale move towards experiential opportunities located off-site with most of the supervision done by employees of the organization hosting the placement, and minimal resources invested by the law school.\(^{85}\) This would return legal education to the externship model that predated ABA Standard 305(b).\(^{86}\) The approach set out in this article does not support the argument for such a model.

Each of the authors believes that even lightly supervised experiences can be valuable for targeted purposes, such as engaging students, providing context for their learning, and exposing them to different practice areas and approaches to lawyering. Yet to the extent that the goals for experiential education move beyond the acquisition of discrete skills (such as interviewing and counseling, negotiations, drafting, and trial advocacy) to help students develop global skills and values such as problem-solving, professional judgment, cultural competence, awareness of power dynamics, and the capacity for lifelong learning, a more systematic and intentional approach is required. Classroom learning about the theory underlying the skill or value, simulation methodologies for imparting basic techniques and highlighting dilemmas and assumptions,\(^{87}\) and more intensive opportunities to practice and reflect on the application of skills, values, and systemic issues in a real case setting—to ensure transfer of skills and knowledge to other settings—are all important components of such an approach.\(^{88}\) Field placements alone, especially minimally supervised ones, are insufficient.

---


86. A.B.A. Standards, supra note 8, at § 302(b) (requiring law schools to invest resources in higher credit externships or large externship programs).

87. Note that such intensive simulation-based activities can be integrated with real experiences. An interesting example is the Depositions course at UCLA Law School that is heavily simulation-based, but culminates in students taking real depositions for cooperating attorneys. UCLA Sch. of Law, Curricular Counseling Guide, http://cdn.law.ucla.edu/SiteCollectionDocuments/Record%202/Curriculum_Guide.pdf. Most “in-house” and “hybrid” clinics also incorporate significant simulation methodology.

88. We have all encountered students who have taken simulation-only skills courses but are unable to transfer knowledge learned in that environment to the fast-moving, fluid reality that often characterizes law practice.
Curriculum developments are, of course, inevitably and tightly intertwined with personnel decisions. Thus, hotly debated law school accreditation questions about status, job security, and voting rights for clinicians form a highly politicized, national context for the decisions on curriculum design that are made at individual institutions. At the same time, decisions made at the local level on status, job security, and voting rights in turn affect who will be in a position to participate in the national discussions on both personnel issues and curriculum.

2. Acting Locally: Concrete Opportunities, Law School Programs

In our experience, individual law schools benefit from having full-time experiential faculty with a commitment to the school and a voice in faculty deliberations, including faculty who focus to a significant extent on teaching through real legal work. Those benefits include bringing different perspectives to teaching, engaging students, and promoting greater access to justice, developing students’ capacities to work effectively with clients from a wide variety of backgrounds, exposing students to systemic issues, generating familiarity with different teaching methodologies, producing doctrinal scholarship grounded in legal practice, and ensuring that scholarship and service to the community are informed by awareness of on-the-ground developments. Though we favor dispensing with orthodoxies and taking a broad view of the options for clinic


93. For examples of such scholarship, see Phyllis Goldfarb, Describing Without Circumscribing: Questioning the Construction of Gender in the Discourse of Intimate Violence, 64 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 382 (1996); Tenn. B. Ass’n Crim. Just. Sec., Report of the Tennessee Bar Association Study Committee on Effective Assistance of Counsel in Death Penalty Cases (2004), http://www.tba.org/sections/CriminalJustice/capital_cases_study.pdf. The potential inherent in law school clinical faculty’s service efforts is exemplified by the National Innocence Network bringing together numerous clinicians and law reformers to focus on addressing the problem of wrongful convictions, especially through use of DNA testing, which was inspired by the initial Innocence Project at Cardozo Law School.
design, we do so in the context of the extensive, deliberately developed programs taught by secure staff at each of our schools. We believe that thoughtfully designed “hybrid” opportunities are more likely to emerge at law schools with full-time, secure status, real case experiential faculty.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article assists in the process of experiential curriculum design by providing a broad conceptual framework and a structured process for thinking deliberately about available options. We follow the time-honored methodology of experiential education: making explicit the full range of considerations that thoughtful decision makers should take into account and deliberately assessing all available alternatives.

By suggesting that there are myriad choices for law schools, we do not suggest that each choice is equally worthy. Nor do we invite schools to attempt experiential education on the cheap. Both live-client clinics and externships have been developed as pedagogically sound, properly supervised models for educating law students. Both require extensive involvement by law school faculty. Both require intensive supervision and provide the opportunity for reflective learning. Any program developed under our suggested model must do no less.

Our analysis develops structural alternatives that program designers must assess thereafter for their pedagogic integrity. Just as brainstorming processes produce fewer ideas if evaluative judgments are made too quickly, our approach to exploring design alternatives benefits from elaboration before turning to evaluation. We are not evaluating these alternatives at the outset, but we recognize that legal educators will invariably bring their normative judgments to bear on their choices from among these alternatives. Our goal is not to prejudge these choices but to provide a mode of analysis for schools that seek to engage in creative curricular design, while remaining true to the values and goals underlying experiential education. We hope that by bringing structured guidance to this process, we can help legal educators to see more clearly and to think more creatively about developing the next generation of experiential education.